
Blog : Snow Prognosis

As Christmas is getting nearer, we all are curious if there will be a "White Christmas" this year, right ?

Polarion can help you to check what the chances are - tracking the outside temperature of your home,
maybe using your mobile phone.

What do we need for that (apart from an outside thermometer, of course :-) ) ?

- Polarion >= 20R1

- The "Custom Enumeration Factories" extension installed (download it from here :
https://extensions.polarion.com/extensions/350-custom-enumeration-factories )

- The "Active Questionnaire" widget installed (download it from
here: https://extensions.polarion.com/extensions/320-active-questionnaire  )

- A Livepage to input the current temperature (download it from here : )

- A Livepage to check the recorded temperature values over time (download it from here : )

Setup :

first, create a workitem that has a Multiline-String-Field with the id "dataCsv". It will hold the recorded
data in Csv format. The type of the item does not matter, maybe you want to create a specific one.

Set this custom field value in the item to "Date;Temperature;Tmin;Tmax;" in order to initialize the table
header.

Then upload the two Livepages you downloaded above to your project, using the "Import Page Archive"
function :
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Open the "Snow Prognosis" Livepage you just uploaded, and select the item that will hold the data in
the parameter block in the lower left corner. Press "Save as default", so that you don't have to do it
again.

 Open the other Livepage "Outside Data Logger". Edit the Active Questionnaire widget in it, and adjust
the Workitem ID, as well as the minimum and maximum temperature for snow in your area if needed.
Save the Livepage.
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Now it is time for a test !

Enter a temperature value (like -2.5) in the "Outside Data Logger" page, and hit the "Complete"-Button.
Repeat this a couple of times, with pauses of some seconds. 

Then check the "Snow prognosis" Livepage - it should show you the trend of the values you typed, as
well as the Tmin and Tmax. If this works correctly, you can easily edit the dataCsv custom field back to
its original state, to capture real data now.

Your thermometer is outside , and you want to input the data when standing there ? No problem if your
Mobile device can access Polarion :
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open the "Outside Data Logger" Livepage form your mobile device. To do so, you e.g. can create a QR
code from Chromes' adressbar directly:

Maybe you want to print that code and stick it to the thermometer, so you never have to remember the
URL again.

When you open the Livepage on the mobile device, it will atomatically zoom and focus on the input field
(by a small script on the page). Just hit the field once. Instead of typing the value then (not easy when
wearing gloves :-) ), you might want to use the microphone button, so that you can simply speak-to-text
the number right into the Phone. Hit the complete button, and you're done. One of the fastest "Open,
edit and save" you ever did to Polarion, right ?

So , have fun with tracking the temperature data in Polarion - and if you've been very good, Santa will
bring you a White Christmas. Or at least the code to automatically create the QR code on the
Livepage.... stay tuned !
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